
THE 2000 SUMMER OLYMPICS

The Summer Olympic Games, officially known as the Games of the XXVII Olympiad and commonly known as Sydney or
the Millennium Olympic.

The French media dubbed the feat le dunk de la mort "the dunk of death". But not Vince Carter in one
highlight. Several athletes were disqualified and lost medals, but the most publicity for a doping positive went
to an athlete not even competing in Sydney. He also smashed the m freestyle with a time of 3. Dutchman
Pieter van den Hoogenband had broken the world record in the semi-finals, taking it from the new Australian
hero Ian Thorpe , who came close to the world record in his semi-final heat. Sydney and Australia set a
standard that the Olympic Movement will long remember. Getty Images Sept. Zijlaard-van Moorsel lived up
to the expectations set by her world record in cycling in the semis by winning the gold medal. Athletics The
first Sri Lankan woman to win a medal: Susanthika Jayasinghe, bronze medallist in the m. Day 14â€”28
September[ edit ] The Canadian flag at athletes' village is lowered to half-staff as Canadian athletes pay tribute
to former prime minister Pierre Trudeau after hearing of his death in Montreal Because of the time difference,
it was 29 September in Sydney when Trudeau died. Leontien Zijlaard-van Moorsel set a world record in the
semi-finals the same event for women. With the world watching, Jane burst into tears. The other medals were
taken by Ukraine and Russia, respectively. British rower Steven Redgrave won his fifth consecutive gold
medal, an unmatched feat in his sport. The blame fell on the doctor, and the women who were upgraded in the
final medal standings all reportedly said Raducan was the deserving winner. It was to a certain degree a
political choice, as the Australians are only now admitting their previous poor treatment of aboriginal peoples,
and attempting to address the problems this has created. Hunter], the American shot putter, and husband of
sprint star, [Marion Jones], had qualified for the Olympics but withdrew after surgery on his knee. The
Australian city demonstrated to the world how to conduct an Olympic Games. The next day, the U. Set in the
surroundings of the Sydney Opera House , Brigitte McMahon representing Switzerland swam, cycled and ran
to the first gold medal in the sport, beating the favoured home athletes such as Michelie Jones who won silver.
The accomplishments and recognition of Freeman were an important milestone for Australian Aboriginal
peoples , who were still struggling for their place in Australian society see Sidebar: Cathy Freeman: The Heart
of a Nation. Day 7â€”21 September[ edit ] Controversy erupted at the Women's Gymnastics All-Around final,
when gymnast after gymnast fell on the vault. Prior to the Games, 28 Chinese Olympic athletes were
withdrawn when the Chinese Olympic Committee reported that they had tested positive for drugs. The Games
were then handed over to their modern birthplace, Athens , which succeeded Sydney as summer Olympic host
city. Hall outsplit Thorpe on the anchor leg, but Thorpe held on for the win, sending the Sydney Aquatic
Centre into a frenzy. She was recently reunited with the suit she wore on Sept. The ceremony concluded with a
huge fireworks display on Sydney Harbour. As the final race finished, Van den Hoogenband's time was
exactly the same as in the semi-finals, finishing ahead of Thorpe by half a second. Competing against
swimmers in aerodynamic body suits in the Sydney heats, Eric swam in budgie smugglers. Before this fight he
had never lost in international competition, had been unbeaten in all competitions in 13 years, and had not
surrendered a point in a decade. As the reverberations from the Scandal lessened in early , Sydney was able to
meet its budget. Also, during the all-around final, it was discovered the vault was set too low. This result also
marked the first sweep of the event since the Soviet Union's in  She performed with several Aboriginal dancers
atop the Geodome Stage in the middle of the stadium, around which several hundred umbrella and lampbox
kids created an image of Aboriginal dreamtime. Eric finished at a time of 1 minute 


